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Abstract: At present, the problem of homonymy is given great importance in a 
wide variety of linguistic concepts and in various fields of linguistic research. The 
article deals with mixed homonyms in the Karakalpak language. These homonyms 
can be called universal homonyms. Such phenomena rarely exist in modern 
linguistics. Therefore, we have collected all the mixed homonyms in the Karakalpak 
language. 
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Qoraqalpoq gumanitar fanlar ilmiy-tadqiqot instituti 
 
Annotatsiya: Hozirgi vaqtda omonimiya muammosiga lingvistik 
tushunchalarning xilma - xilligi va lingvistik tadqiqotlarning turli sohalarida katta 
ahamiyat berilmoqda. Maqolada qoraqalpoq tilidagi aralash omonimlar haqida so'z 
yuritiladi. Bu omonimlarni universal omonimlar deb atash mumkin. Bunday hodisalar 
hozirgi zamon tilshunosligida kamdan-kam hollarda mavjud bo'ladi. Shuning uchun 
qoraqalpoq tilidagi barcha aralash omonimlarni to'pladik. 
Kalit so’zlar: omonimlar, universal (aralash) omonimlar, qoraqalpoq tili, 
klassifikatsiya.  
 
The study of language as a system of signs requires special attention to the 
phenomenon of homonymy. The problem of homonymy is part of a more general 
problem of the relationship between form and content in language, which makes it 
necessary to study it in depth. The need to study homonyms is also caused by the 
needs of applied linguistics. This problem has been studied by many linguists. In 
karakalpak linguistics, N.Baskakov, E.Berdimuratov, A.Berbergenov, 
Q.Bekbergenov and many others paid attention to it. 
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Classification of homonyms is an actual problem not only in Karakalpak 
linguistics but also in the world of linguistics. We classify homonyms in the 
following way: 
- Lexical homonyms 
- Lexico-grammatical homonyms 
- Grammatical homonyms 
- Mixed (universal) homonyms 
In modern linguistics, I have not found such a phenomenon as universal 
homonyms. Therefore, we collect these homonyms as much as possible. Naturally, 
the number of such homonyms is less than other types of homonyms in the 
Karakalpak language. 
Universal homonyms include two or three types of homonyms. Such homonyms 
have three homonymous series. But not all three and more series of homonyms of all 
time are considered homonyms. In the following table 1, we took almost all universal 
homonyms. 
Table - 1 
Universal homonyms Types that can include 
Aylanba Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Ayırma Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Aqlaw  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
As  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Asıq  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
At  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Ata  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Ataw  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Aw  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Ash  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Ashıq  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Ayazlaw  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Bar  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Bas  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Bólme  Grammatical  Lexico-grammatical 
Buwma  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Búk  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Gez  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Er  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Jaz  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Jay  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Jaq  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Jalın  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Jeń  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Jeńil Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
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Joqlaw  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Júz  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Kesh  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Kir  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Kóklew  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Kón  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Kórsetpe  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Qayır  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Qaq  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Qara  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Qasqa  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Qatırma  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Qoy  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Qos  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Qur  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Qurt  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Quw  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Qız  Grammatical  Lexico-grammatical 
Qır  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Oy  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Onnan  Grammatical  Lexico-grammatical 
Ór  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Sora  Grammatical Lexico-grammatical 
Sır  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Tabıs  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Tap  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Tartpa  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Terme  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Tik  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Til  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Tuw  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Túyme Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Tús  Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
Shıǵarma Lexial Lexico-grammatical 
In the upper table, we considered some universal homonyms. It is already seen 
that almost 90% of universal homonyms include lexical and lexical-grammatical 
homonyms. However, three types of homonyms were not found in the same word. 
This means a feature of homonyms of the Karakalpak language. 
So, the presence of universal homonyms is a fact of the language. The 
phenomenon of transitivity is understood as a reflection of one of the stages of 
language development. The lexico-grammatical properties of a word are reflected in 
its nominal properties. When forming universal homonyms, the constructive features 
of the original part of the speech change. 
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In summing up, we came to the following conclusion:  
- The problem of universal homonyms in modern Karakalpak language is very 
interesting and current nowadays and is still waiting for its investigation. 
- We think that universal homonyms reflect a definite aspect in learning a 
foreign language and help learners to understand specific side of Karakalpak 
language lexicology. 
- The problem of universal homonyms is mainly the problem of differentiation 
between three and more different semantic structures of identically sounding words. 
In conclusion, the universal homonyms are not fully studied in Karakalpak 
language. We must try all examples this types and find a place of universal 
homonyms in Karakalpak language in the next study. 
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